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We comment on Liu and Sibley’s examination of cross-national differences in the relationship between perceptions of global warming and intentions to make personal sacrifices for the environment. First, although self-sacrifice is not necessary for pro-environmental action, the authors’ outcome measure conflates intentions to act and self-sacrifice. In addition to being problematic at the individual level, this framing may result in cross-national differences in meaning. Second, for developed nations, the authors seem to downplay the importance of external factors that can affect behavior. We expand by discussing barriers to action that cannot be surmounted by individuals’ intentions alone.

Across 34 nations, Liu and Sibley (2012) found that the perceived importance of climate change predicted willingness to make personal sacrifices for the benefit of the environment, and that this relationship was stronger in nations with a higher Human Development Index (HDI). Two broad issues strike us as particularly worthy of commentary. First, the authors’ focus on self-sacrifice may be problematic. Second, the emphasis on the importance of personal intentions may be overstated for high HDI nations and understated for low HDI nations. We build on the authors’ discussion by considering external barriers to and facilitators of action that may be considered in conjunction with, rather than separate from, people’s intentions.

As environmentally significant behaviors (ESB) can be pursued for numerous reasons, including self-interest, the authors’ focus on “willingness to make sacrifices” for the environment may be unnecessarily limiting. It is true that
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pro-environmental behavior can stem from concern for other people, other species, and the planet in general (Arnocky, Stroink, & DeCicco, 2007; Arnocky & Stroink, 2011a, 2011b), yet it can also—often simultaneously—be a product of self-interest (Kaplan, 2000; Bamberg & Möser, 2007). Research has found, for example, that people can receive benefits such as positive emotions and interpersonal relationships through their responses to climate change (e.g., Maiteny, 2002).

Furthermore, by limiting their dependent measure to include only sacrificial intentions, the authors may have inadvertently placed greater constraints on the responses of people from low versus high HDI nations. Thus, the focus on sacrifice may have been problematic cross-nationally. People of high HDI nations may have substantial leeway to make choices that forego immediate self-interest without necessarily reducing their quality of life (e.g., conserve energy, accept higher prices). People in developing nations, by contrast, may be less capable of foregoing self-interest for the sake of the environment without impacting their quality of life. This problem is touched on briefly by the authors in their discussion, where they struggle with envisioning the kinds of sacrifices people of low HDI countries can make for the environment. How does one accept higher prices for goods and services if one cannot afford higher prices? How does one conserve energy beyond minimal levels of consumption? If the measure of intentions had been more broadly defined—for instance, by including pro-environmental behaviors that are consistent with self-interest—the authors’ findings may have revealed a more modest or perhaps insignificant difference in the relationships between importance of global warming and intentions to act in low versus high HDI nations.

Our second concern involves the emphasis placed on intentions. In their discussion, Liu and Sibley appear to conclude that individuals’ choices and intentions to act are critical to mitigating greenhouse gas emissions in high but not low HDI nations. By contrast, they emphasize top–down initiatives as important only in low HDI nations. However, intentions alone do not always predict effective behaviors (Bamberg, 2002; Stern, 2000), and should not be decoupled from external influences on pro-environmental choices (Clayton & Brook, 2005). Instead, intentions may be considered as part of a larger system of top–down policy and bottom–up community-based initiatives. As Liu and Sibley give only cursory attention to the relationship between societal initiatives and individuals’ intentions, we highlight some barriers preventing intentions from producing meaningful actions and point to strategies that may help to overcome such barriers.

First, lack of feedback for ESB may be a major barrier to action (Swim et al., 2010). For example, among people who attempt to engage in pro-environmental consumption practices, absence of feedback regarding whether one is actually having a positive impact can be quite burdensome (Connolly & Prothero, 2008). As climate change is a complex process stemming from collective effects of individuals, communities, and industry, it is largely impossible to observe environmental
outcomes stemming from individual behavior (Dilling & Moser, 2007). Benefits of action must therefore be other than observable effects on the climate. Some ways to provide positive feedback include giving visible feedback for energy use, which can effectively emphasize the potential for monetary savings, and framing action as a community undertaking, through which positive interpersonal relationships may be forged (Swim et al., 2010).

Second, although people may often have environmental concerns, devoting attention to and making informed choices in the complex and potentially frightening domain of climate change (see Kazdin, 2009; Swim et al., 2010) may not be a primary concern. Life domains in which choices must be made are extensive and varied in terms of precedence (e.g., finances, food, personal safety), and the issue of climate change tends to rank low on personal lists of national and environmental concerns (Leiserowitz, 2007). How can concerns that are buried under a mountain of more urgent priorities be uncovered? One solution may be to incorporate reminders into the social environment. Research on behavioral prompts (e.g., McKenzie-Mohr, 2000) and recent findings concerning nonconscious goal pursuit (see Aarts, 2007; Bargh, 2006) suggest that well-placed reminders may help to activate pro-environmental goals that are conducive to ESB. Social marketing strategies may be implemented in settings such as supermarkets to remind people to attend to and act upon otherwise neglected pro-environmental goals.

Third, even if pro-environmental intentions are acted on, people may have difficulty engaging in the most critical forms of ESB. For example, although intentions to reduce daily consumption (curtailment behaviors; Gardner & Stern, 2008) may be pursued with little assistance, more effective one-time efficiency behaviors, such as retrofitting one’s home or installing solar panels, demand connections and negotiations between consumers and green product or service providers. Here, numerous social, financial, and institutional barriers must be surmounted. We see promise in grassroots community organizations functioning as orchestrators of these relationships (see Seyfang, Smith, & Longhurst, 2010; Tang, Karbu, & Hämäläinen, 2011). Community-based initiatives such as ecomarkets and energy fairs provide citizens with opportunities to engage with local green businesses, thus facilitating consumer behavior that is harmonious with pro-environmental intentions (see Dupuis, Shantz, & Bergen, 2011).

Liu and Sibley are likely correct in suggesting that a capacity to meet basic needs among individuals in developed countries affords opportunities to act on environmental concerns. However, their conflation of pro-environmental behavior and self-sacrifice for the environment appears to be unnecessarily limiting. Furthermore, rather than considering people in high HDI nations as mainly driven by internal concerns and intentions, the complex relationships between external influences and personal intentions must be considered. Both top–down policy and bottom–up grassroots initiatives can provide guidance and opportunities conducive to ESB.
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